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Chopsticks
INSIGHT / INTERIOR DESIGN
China: Visitors to the Tang Palace restaurant will be
surrounded by bamboo everywhere they look. …
More

Monthly Most Discussed
1.

Arabian Nightmare
There are very few architects or designers who don’t want to be
in Saudi Arabia at the moment –… More

2.

Related

Dwp (design worldwide partnership) has created the interiors for
the recently launched Belon Oyster Bar & Grill, located on the top
floor of the Banyan Tree hotel in Macao, Hong Kong.

Architect claims Dubai failed by trying to
recreate Tokyo skyscrapers
New York architect, Danny Forster, of Danny Forster Design
Studio, claims Dubai made a big mistake i… More

3.

CHOPSTICKS
China: Visitors to the Tang
Palace restaurant will be
surrounded by bamboo
everywhere they look. …
More

MKV DESIGN CREATES
GREEK-INSPIRED
INTERIORS
MKV Design has recently
completed a new dining and
entertainment destination at
the Navarino Dunes resort.
… More

WILSON ASSOCIATES
DISHES UP FRENCH
CUISINE IN MOSCOW
Blueplate, a food &
beverage design studio by
Wilson Associates, has
launched a restaurant
concept … More

COLOUR CHAMELEON

The venue boasts enormous windows with views over the Macao
skyline and is evocative of an underwater experience set over
2,000m².
Dale Yeo, design director, dwp, Hong Kong, said he was asked to
develop a concept based on the venue being a specialty restaurant
with an oyster bar, including spaces for private rooms, a wine
cellar, grill bar with food display, gueridon (trolley) service, and a
given seating number requirement.
Starting with the oyster shape, the design takes reference from a
continuation of underwater forms, movements and colours.

Map of architecture and interior design
Twitter users takes off
A map that charts members of the interior design, architecture
and consultants (to architects) indus… More

4.

Heriot-Watt Dubai launches interior design
course
Heriot-Watt has launched a Bachelor's degree in interior
design, because it wants to train and creat… More

5.

INDEX: six dedicated shows & 20 national
pavilions
INDEX 2011 will feature over 800 exhibitors spread across
20,000 square metres, with international b… More

Curvaceous oceanic shapes and details, are inspired by aquatic
forms of scallop tails, jellyfish, tentacles, waves and spiralling
shells.
“There was much discussion with the client, but dwp drove the
concept for the brief,” he said.

UAE: Italo Rota, best known
for his interior design of the
Cavalli Club in the … More
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DAVID ROCKWELL
WINS INTERIOR
PROJECT AT HOTEL
BEL AIR LA
David Rockwell has
completed work on the
historic Hotel Bel Air in Los
Angeles. The … More

FROM LONDON TO
BEIRUT
The second outlet to open
outside of London, following
the award winning African
restaurant, Almaz … More

FISHY FACADE FOR
SAUDI MUSEUM
FXFOWLE’s Museum of
Built Environment, currently
under construction in Saudi’s
King Abdullah Financial
District, will … More
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Emaar announces
opera house project for
Dubai
500 hotels set for
completion in the
Middle East this year
TKI designs Souk Al
Housh in Khartoum
Hotel-like healthcare
centre paraded by dwp
Cardboard cathedral in
New Zealand to go
ahead

“The most eye-catching features are the glass staircase, the double
-story whalebone arch corridor, the scallop-inspired grill bar with
adjacent double-height wine cellar, and the starlight ceiling
lighting made, from a series of wave-shaped, and undulatingheight, suspended crystals.
“The private rooms are more low key, though they still have a
relaxed glamour. The rich timber wall panelling, tall windows and
drapery make these spaces comfortable and intimate.”
From the entry, guests walk down a glass staircase, where they
pass a waterfall and custom kinetic artwork, via a long reception,
to arrive at the oyster bar.
The glass stairs glow deep blue underfoot with a blue translucent
canopy on the ceiling like a curling ocean wave. The waterfall
passes to the right from a double height ceiling to the pool below.
To the left, a glistening kinetic crystal suspended sculpture moves
and sways in the imaginary current. A shallow water feature, as an
extension of the waterfall, leads guests along the long, low and
curving entry way, towards the bar and lounge.
“The floorplan sits on the long slender arm of the hotel wing.
Working within this outline, the restaurant is laid out to create a
procession, from an intimate entry landing, down and through a
variance of low and high ceiling spaces along the spine, right to the
end point of the private dining rooms,” said Yeo.
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